Synopsis

Learn PHP programming the quick and easy way! With PHP for the Web: Visual QuickStart Guide readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language, or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. This task-based visual reference guide uses step-by-step instructions and plenty of screenshots to teach beginning and intermediate users this popular open-source scripting language. Author Larry Ullman guides readers through the ins and outs of both PHP 5 and PHP 7, and offers more efficient ways to tackle common needs. Both beginning users, who want a thorough introduction to the technology, and more intermediate users, who are looking for a convenient reference, will find what they need here—in straightforward language and through readily accessible examples. Easy visual approach uses demonstrations and real-world examples to guide you through dynamic web development using PHP and show you what to do step by step. Concise steps and explanations let you get up and running in no time. Essential reference guide keeps you coming back again and again. Whether you’re a programming newbie or an experienced veteran learning PHP for the first time, this book will teach you all you need to know, including the latest changes in PHP and more efficient ways to tackle common needs.
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Customer Reviews

I’ve waited for this book for a couple of months and once it arrived at my door step I went through it.
Its a solid good PHP book that once you finish it you will be able to understand any other PHP book that gets fancy with examples. Beautiful medium sized book.

Great book for a beginner. The author uses simple PHP to start building a form, then he adds more advanced techniques to expand upon this with a working 'mock' application. Although I am only half-way through the book I am finding it very helpful to type out all the examples, read the tips given and explore the resources that the author points out. Love this book.

despite having some bad practices and some typos it is a good book. buy it but you will need to follow up with a more advanced books. recommended because i really learned from it.i can now start making web sites.

Great resource. Does a great job explaining things. I would buy Larry Ullman again.
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